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Abstract

An INEPT-based 13C MRS method and a cost-effective and widely available 11.7 Tesla 89-mm bore vertical magnet were used to
detect dynamic 13C isotopomer turnover from intravenously infused [U–13C]glucose in a 211 lL voxel located in the adult rat brain.
The INEPT-based 1H fi 13C polarization transfer method is mostly adiabatic and therefore minimizes signal loss due to B1 inhomoge-
neity of the surface coils used. High quality and reproducible data were acquired as a result of combined use of outer volume suppression,
ISIS, and the single-shot three-dimensional localization scheme built in the INEPT pulse sequence. Isotopomer patterns of both gluta-
mate C4 at 34.00 ppm and glutamine C4 at 31.38 ppm are dominated first by a doublet originated from labeling at C4 and C5 but not at
C3 (with 1JC4C5 = 51 Hz) and then by a quartet originated from labeling at C3, C4, and C5 (with 1JC3C4 = 35 Hz). A lag in the transition
of glutamine C4 pattern from doublet-dominance to quartet dominance as compared to glutamate C4 was observed, which provides
independent verification of the precursor–product relationship between neuronal glutamate and glial glutamine and a significant inter-
compartmental cerebral glutamate–glutamine cycle between neurons and glial cells.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

The 13C labeling patterns of cerebral metabolites con-
tain rich information of metabolic fluxes. For example, glu-
tamate (and glutamine) with five carbon atoms has 25 or 32
possible labeling patterns, i.e., 32 possible 13C isotopomers.
Usually, groups of isotopomers are measured using high-
resolution in vitro 13C NMR spectroscopy [1–6] or pro-
ton-detected inverse NMR spectroscopy methods [7–9] or
using mass spectrometry [10]. The additional information
provided by isotopomers allows more sophisticated and
realistic mathematical modeling of metabolic processes
than the traditional methods based on radioactive tracers
[11]. 13C isotopomer measurement and analysis using in

vitro NMR spectroscopy methods have made a significant
impact to the studies of intermediary metabolism. For
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example, the selection of different exogenous substrates
by heart [2], the contribution of different precursors to glu-
cose and glycogen during hepatic gluconeogenesis [6], the
relative activity of anaplerosis in perfused heart [1] and liv-
er [12], as well as cerebral metabolic compartmentation
[5,13,14] have been studied using in vitro 13C isotopomer
analysis of tissue extracts.

Parallel to the development of NMR-based in vitro 13C
isotopomer methods, significant progress has been made
in advancing the in vivo 13C MRS techniques [15–23]. With
the current state-of-the-art of in vivo 13C MRS techniques,
modeling analysis of metabolism and intercompartmental
glutamate–glutamine cycling has been limited to the use
of the total signal intensity at each carbon position (e.g.,
the total 13C signal intensities of glutamate C4 and gluta-
mine C4) while the additional information contained in
the 13C isotopomers cannot be exploited due to the limited
sensitivity and spectral resolution associated with many of
the previous in vivo 13C studies. Only limited attempts have
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Fig. 1. The pulse sequence for proton localized, INEPT-based 1H fi 13C
polarization transfer. RF pulses in polarization transfer were used for
three-dimensional spatial localization through proton. OVS, outer volume
suppression; ISIS, image-selected in vivo spectroscopy; sinc, five-lobe sinc
pulse; sech, hyperbolic secant pulse; AHP, adiabatic half-passage pulse.
Black rectangles, crusher gradients and gray rectangles, slice selection
gradients. The nominal 1/41JCH and 1/81JCH delays were also indicated.
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been made to utilize the in vivo isotopomer information
[e.g., 24,25]. With the advent of high field magnets for ani-
mal studies, more sophisticated in vivo 13C detection is
increasingly feasible [25]. Here, we report an INEPT-based
polarization transfer method [15,16,22,26] for in vivo detec-
tion of 13C isotopomer turnover from intravenously
infused [U-13C]glucose at 11.7 Tesla. Significant improve-
ment of the original INEPT method has been made in
our laboratory by incorporating single-shot spatial locali-
zation of proton spins [15], outer volume suppression and
adiabatic pulses for excitation, inversion and refocusing.
The improved INEPT method was first implemented on a
4.7 Tesla scanner for studying monkey brain without using
outer volume suppression or additional localization [22].
For the purpose of demonstrating the usefulness of cost-ef-
fective, widely available, 11.7 Tesla 89-mm bore vertical
magnets, we used this INEPT method and uniformly
[13C]-labeled glucose ([U–13C]glucose) as substrate in this
study, which allows a straightforward demonstration of
the product–precursor relationship between dynamic gluta-
mate and glutamine isotopomer patterns. Our results pro-
vide independent verification of the concept that the
intercompartmental glutamate-glutamine cycling process
is a major metabolic flux. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to develop an in vivo 1H fi 13C
polarization transfer technique using the widely available,
cost-effective 89-mm bore vertical magnets. As such, details
of the technical aspect are given to facilitate implementa-
tion elsewhere. A preliminary account of this work has
been presented at the fourteenth annual meeting of the
International Society of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
(presentation 154).

2. Methods

2.1. MR hardware

All experiments were performed on a Bruker AVANCE
spectrometer (Bruker Biospin, Billerica, MA) interfaced to
an 11.7 Tesla 89-mm bore vertical magnet (Magnex Scien-
tific, Abingdon, UK). The magnet is located in an unshield-
ed room. It is equipped with a 57-mm i.d. gradient (Mini
0.5, Bruker Biospin, Billerica, MA, with a maximum gradi-
ent strength of 3.0 G/mm and a rise time of 100 ls) for
in vivo studies of young adult rats. The Z0 coil for the deu-
terium lock was used to compensate zero-order eddy cur-
rent resulted from switching gradients. First order eddy
current was compensated by preemphasis adjustments.
No significant cross-preemphasis terms were found during
a 1–1000 ms period after switching off a 50% 500 ms test
gradient applied to each individual gradient axis. An inte-
grated RF coils/head holder system was constructed and
mounted on a half-cylindrical plastic cradle. The 1H and
13C RF coils were coplanar and made of single-sided print-
ed circuit board. The inner loop is the 13C coil with an
inner diameter and conductor width of 10.8 and 4.3 mm,
respectively. The outer loop is the 1H coil with an inner
diameter and conductor width of 23.6 and 5.4 mm, respec-
tively. To provide the necessary RF shielding, the main
body of the RF probe/animal handling system was built
using an aluminum tube with an outer diameter of
56.6 mm. The lower end of the system was an aluminum
interface box through which RF cables, ventilation tubes,
rectal thermal probe, and catheters were connected. A sim-
ilar design of the RF probe/animal handling system for
proton and Proton-Observed, Carbon-13-Edited spectros-
copy experiments of rat brain using the vertical 89-mm
bore magnet was descried previously [27]. The RF probe/
animal handling system is suitable for rat head fixation,
body support, physiology maintenance, coil tuning and
RF shielding. It allows maintenance of normal physiology
over prolonged period despite of increased cardiac load
and blood draining associated with vertically positioned
rats [27]. It is mechanically interfaced to the magnet using
an adaptor ring which allows vertical and angular position
adjustments. The loaded isolation between 1H and 13C coils
(S21), which have a large frequency separation of
375 MHz, is �30.6 dB at 125 MHz and �31.2 dB at
500 MHz, respectively. Standard Bruker filters were used.
A broadband low-pass filter was used in 13C channel whose
insertion loss at 125 MHz was less than 0.5 dB. Its rejection
at 500 MHz was greater than 80 dB. In the proton channel,
a broad-band high-pass filter was used with an insertion
loss at 500 MHz less than 0.5 dB and rejection at
125 MHz greater than 60 dB. No noise injection was found
in the 13C channel due to proton decoupling.

2.2. Pulse sequence design

The main portion of the pulse sequence was constructed
based on INEPT. The RF pulses for polarization transfer
were also used for three-dimensional spatial localization
of the thermal equilibrium proton signals. As depicted in
Fig. 1, the proton magnetization was first excited using a
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90� 520 ls, five-lobe sinc pulse applied along x axis of the
RF rotating frame with simultaneous slice selection along
the x dimension. Immediately after the sinc pulse, an adia-
batic hyperbolic secant pulse (2-ms, phase factor = 3, 1%
truncation) was executed. The slice selection direction of
the sech pulse was along the y axis. An adiabatic pure
phase spin echo of the selected y slice was formed by the
use of a second, identical slice-selective sech pulse [28]. Pro-
ton echo-time was set to 9.2 ms. The evolution of 1H-13C J

couplings was reintroduced by applying a third sech pulse
(1-ms, phase factor = 5, 1% truncation) to the 13C channel
which allows the formation of the antiphase 21Hx–13Cz

term inside the column at the interception of the x and y

slices after a nominal delay of 0.25/1JHC [22]. Then a sec-
ond 90� sinc pulse (520 ls, five-lobe) was applied along y

axis of the RF rotating frame to the proton channel to gen-
erate the desired 1H–13C longitudinal two-spin order. The
nominal 0.25/1JHC was empirically optimized to be
1953 ls from the midpoint of the 13C sech pulse to the mid-
point of the second sinc pulse by maximizing the polariza-
tion transferred signal from a phantom sample containing
13C-enriched [4-13C]glutamate. The second sinc pulse also
acts as a slice-selective universal rotator pulse for the spa-
tial z dimension [29]. As a result, the 1H–13C longitudinal
two-spin order was formed only in the voxel defined by
two sinc pulses for x and z slices and the pair of sech pulses
for the y slice. All transverse magnetization was suppressed
by crusher gradients placed after the second 90� sinc pulse.
The rewinding gradient of the second sinc pulse for the
21Hx–13Cz fi 21Hz–

13Cz transformation was not needed.
The 1H fi 13C polarization transfer was realized by the
use of a spectrally and spatially nonselective adiabatic
half-passage pulse (500 ls, [30]) to convert the 1H–13C lon-
gitudinal two-spin order into antiphase 1H-13C magnetiza-
tion (21Hz–

13Cy). The antiphase 1H–13C magnetization was
then rephased. During the rephasing period, the chemical
shift evolution and B0 inhomogeneity were refocused using
a similar adiabatic double spin echo scheme with a pair of
identical sech pulses but without slice-selection gradients
(1-ms, phase factor = 5, 1% truncation). The evolution of
the 1H–13C J couplings was reintroduced by applying one
more sech pulse (2-ms, phase factor = 3, 1% truncation)
to the 1H channel before data recording. The nominal
delay between the 1H sech pulse and the start of data acqui-
sition should be 0.125/1JHC for optimal detection of meth-
ylene carbons. The nominal 0.125/1JHC delay was
empirically optimized to be 1140 ls from the midpoint of
the proton sech pulse to the start of the data acquisition
by maximizing the polarization transferred signal from
the phantom sample containing 13C-enriched [4-13C]gluta-
mate. WALTZ-4 1H decoupling pulse (9.6 ms) was applied
during data acquisition with the 1H carrier frequency for
decoupling centered at �2.35 ppm. Prior to the start of
the polarization transfer sequence, an outer volume sup-
pression scheme and three-dimensional ISIS localization
were employed to ensure a clean baseline free of contami-
nation from subcutaneous lipid signals. The proton outer
volume suppression scheme also used sech pulses (90� nom-
inal flip angle, 2 ms, phase factor = 5, 1% truncation) along
the x (10 mm slab), �x (10 mm slab), y (3 mm slab), �y

(5 mm slab), z (10 mm slab), �z (10 mm slab) directions,
and crusher gradients. In-between the outer volume sup-
pression scheme and polarization transfer, the sech-based
three-dimensional ISIS localization of protons (2 ms, phase
factor = 3, 1% truncation) was used to further suppress
contamination from subcutaneous lipid signals.

2.3. Animal preparation

Male Sprague–Dawley rats (180–200 g, n = 6) fasted
overnight with free access to drinking water were studied
as approved by the National Institute of Mental Health
Animal Care and Use Committee. The rats were orally
intubated and ventilated with a mixture of 70% N2O/30%
O2 and 1.5% isoflurane. The left femoral artery was cann-
ulated where plasma samples were withdrawn every
30 min for monitoring arterial blood gases, pH, plasma
glucose concentration using a blood analyzer (Bayer Rap-
idlab 860, East Walpole, MA), and for monitoring arterial
blood pressure. Two femoral veins were also cannulated,
one for continuous infusion of a-chloralose (initial dose:
80 mg/kg supplemented with a constant rate infusion at
25.4 mg/kg/h throughout the experiment), the other for
infusion of [U–13C]glucose (99% enrichment, Cambridge
Isotope Laboratories, Andover, MA, 20% wt/vol) first at
8 ml/h over 5 min followed by infusion at a lower rate
which was adjusted over a small range to maintain plasma
glucose concentration at 17.15 ± 0.75 mM and a fractional
enrichment of �96%. The 13C fractional enrichment of
plasma glucose was determined using a broadband inverse
gradient probe (BBI, 50 G/mm on the z-axis) and high-res-
olution NMR spectroscopy of plasma PCA extracts as
described previously [31]. After surgery, isoflurane was dis-
continued. Rectal temperature was maintained at �37.5 �C
using an external pump for water circulation (BayVoltex,
Modesto, CA). Normal arterial blood physiological
parameters were maintained by small adjustments of respi-
ration rate and volume (pH = 7.39 ± 0.02, pCO2 = 40 ± 3
mmHg, pO2 > 100 mmHg, mean arterial blood pres-
sure = 140–172 mmHg). End-tidal CO2, tidal pressure of
ventilation, and heart rate were also monitored.

2.4. In vivo MR procedures

Three-slice (coronal, horizontal, and sagittal) scout
RARE images (FOV = 2.5 cm, slice thickness = 1 mm,
TR/TE = 200/15 ms, rare factor = 8, 128 · 128 data
matrix) were acquired for positioning the RF probe/animal
handling system inside the Mini 0.5 gradient insert such
that the gradient isocenter was about 0–1 mm posterior
to bregma for selection of a 7.5 · 3.75 · 7.5 mm3 (211 lL)
spectroscopy voxel. The rat brain was shimmed as
described previously using the FASTMAP/FLATNESS
methods [32, and references therein]. In vivo 13C NMR
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spectra were acquired with the proton-localized, INEPT-
based polarization transfer method described above. The
pulse sequence was embedded in a Bruker AU program.
The AU program allows on-the-flight adjustment of RF
power to optimize suppression of outer volume signals
using one dimensional profile of tissue water from the pro-
ton channel along x, y, and z dimensions, respectively. For
the 1H fi 13C polarization transfer experiment, recycle
delay was set to 2.5 s. For each data block of 13C data,
720 scans were accumulated over 30 min. After acquisition
of each data block, a fixed 5 min interval was allocated for
re-shimming to maintain optimal B0 homogeneity over a
total experimental duration of 5 h and 10 min.

3. Results

A typical time course spectra of dynamic isotopomer
turnover from the 211 lL voxel of a rat was shown in
Fig. 2. The accumulated FID of each data block was
zero-filled to 16 K. Ten Hz exponential line-broadening
was applied prior to Fourier transform. Zero-order and
minor first order phase corrections were made. No baseline
correction was found necessary. To demonstrate the high
consistency of the data across different animals, the data
blocks for each 30-min time interval from the six rats were
summed. The results were displayed in Fig. 3. As shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, the time courses of 13C label incorporation
into C2, C3, and C4 of glutamate; C2, C3 and C4 of gluta-
mine; C2 and C3 of aspartate; and C6 of N-acetyl-aspartate
Fig. 2. Typical time course spectra of dynamic isotopomer turnover from the
bore 11.7 Tesla vertical magnet. The accumulated FID of each data block was z
Fourier transform. There was a 5-min gap between two adjacent acquisition
glutamine; GABA, c-aminobutyric acid; Asp, aspartate; NAA, N-acetylaspart
as well as the fine isotopomer structures arising from
homonuclear 13C–13C J-couplings could be clearly detected
over the 20–60 ppm range. Isotopomer patterns of aspar-
tate C3 at 37.08 ppm, glutamate C4 at 34.00 ppm, gluta-
mine C4 at 31.38 ppm, glutamate C3 at 27.45 ppm +
glutamine C3 at 26.78 ppm, glutamate C2 at 55.33 ppm +
glutamine C2 at 54.87 ppm, and NAA C6 at 22.52 ppm
selected from spectra of individual rats were expanded
and shown in Fig. 4a–f. The isotopomer patterns observed
in vivo are consistent with the known 13C–13C homonuclear
J couplings previously detected in vitro [5]. At early time
points, the predominant isotopomer at glutamate C4 at
34.00 ppm is Glu4D45 contributed by [4,5-13C]glutamate
which is formed by the condensation of [1, 2-13C]acetyl-
CoA with unlabeled oxaloacetate during the first turn of
the TCA cycle. Then Glu4Q gradually dominates the isoto-
pomer pattern of glutamate C4 as the labeling of the car-
bonyl carbon of oxaloacetate increases over time. Mostly
due to the relatively small difference between 1JC4C5

(51 Hz) and 1JC3C4 (35 Hz) of glutamate, the two central
lines of Glu4Q coalesced after application of the 10 Hz
exponential line-broadening. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
the temporal dynamics of the isotopomer patterns of gluta-
mine C4 is similar to glutamate C4. However, a noticeable
lag in the turnover of glutamine C4 isotopomer from the
doublet-dominated pattern to the quartet dominated pat-
tern can be appreciated visually in Figs. 2 and 3. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 3 during the 175–205 min interval with both
glutamate C4 and glutamine C4 isotopomers at high
7.5 · 3.75 · 7.5 mm3 voxel in a single rat detected in vivo using the 89-mm
ero-filled to 16 K. Ten Hz exponential line-broadening was applied prior to
s which was used for re-shimming when necessary. Glu, glutamate; Gln,
ate.



Fig. 3. For demonstration of high reproducibility, the summed time course spectra in the 20–60 ppm range were shown for comparison with Fig. 2. Each
individual spectrum was the addition of data blocks from the six rats and the same 30-min time interval. Identical data acquisition and processing
parameters were used for all animals. Glu, glutamate; Gln, glutamine; GABA, c-aminobutyric acid; Asp, aspartate; NAA, N-acetylaspartate.
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sensitivity, the two Gln4D45 resonance lines are approxi-
mately at the same height as that of the two outer reso-
nance lines of Gln4Q. In comparison, during the same
time interval, the relative contribution of Glu4D45 to the
glutamate C4 isotopomer is much less with the height of
the two outer resonance lines of Glu4Q reaching that of
Glu4D45 during the earlier 140–170 min time interval.

Despite the use of 11.7 Tesla, the upfield resonance line of
Glu3T still overlaps with the downfield resonance line of
Gln3T (see Fig. 4d). At early time points, there is a large
contribution from Glu3D and Gln3D to the isotopomers
of glutamate C3 at 27.45 ppm and glutamine C3 at
26.78 ppm. At later time points, the contribution from
Glu3T to glutamate C3 and that from Gln3T become
dominant over that from Glu3D and Gln3D. A similar lag
in the domination of Gln3T in the isotopomer pattern of
glutamine C3 when compared to that of Glu3T in the isoto-
pomer pattern of glutamate C3 can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3.
Similar to the cases of glutamate C4 and glutamine C4, the
isotopomer patterns of glutamate C2 at 55.33 ppm and glu-
tamine C2 at 54.87 ppm are dominated by Glu2D12 +
Glu2D23 + Glu2Q and Gln2D12 + Gln2D23 + Gln2Q,
respectively. At later time points, Glu2Q and Gln2Q become
the dominant forms of glutamate C2 and glutamine C2,
respectively. Because the chemical shift difference between
glutamate C2 at 55.33 ppm and glutamine C2 at 54.87 ppm
at 11.7 Tesla is very similar to 1JC1C2 of glutamate and
glutamine, a pseudo quartet was detected at 55.09 ppm
during the 280–310 min interval with the central two
resonance lines from Glu2Q overlapping the downfield
resonance line of Gln2Q and the central two resonance lines
from Gln2Q overlapping the upfield resonance line of Glu2Q
(Fig. 4e). Significant in vivo turnover of N-acetylaspartate
(NAA) C6, manifested by the conspicuous signal of
NAA6D at 22.52 ppm, was also detected in Figs. 2, 3, 4f,
consistent with previous in vivo observations of NAA
synthesis [33].

4. Discussion

Vertical, 89-mm bore magnets were manufactured ini-
tially for magic angle spinning solid state NMR spectrosco-
py applications. Recently, this type of magnets, which are
widely available and relatively cost-effective compared to
the wider and horizontal bore magnets, have been increas-
ingly used to image mice and small rats. Recently, we have
demonstrated in vivo proton and POCE MRS data of excel-
lent quality using a vertical, 89-mm bore magnet at
11.7 Tesla, the highest field strength at which in vivo spec-
troscopy of rodent brain has ever been attempted
[27,31,32]. The results of current report extend the useful-
ness of vertical, 89-mm bore magnets to include in vivo

localized 13C MRS.
This investigation also suggests that numerous isotopo-

mers metabolized from intravenously infused [U–13C]glu-
cose could be locally measured in the rat brain in vivo

with a temporal resolution suitable for dynamic isotopom-
er analysis, which could provide additional constraints for
extraction of metabolic fluxes using metabolic modeling.
Metabolic modeling can also take into account of varia-
tions in arterial input function. For example, the Glu4D/
Glu4Q ratio was determined to be 1.09 ± 0.13 (mean ±
SEM, n = 6) at the 70–100 min period. The variations in
isotopomer pattern across different animals include contri-
butions from spectral noise, inter-animal variability, as well
as variations in arterial input function. Quantitative mod-



Fig. 4. Isotopomer patterns selected from spectra of individual rats. (a)
Aspartate C3 at 37.08 ppm. 1JC3C4 = 51 Hz, 1JC2C3 = 36 Hz. Time period:
175–205 min. (b) Glutamate C4 at 34.00 ppm. 1JC4C5 = 51 Hz,
1JC3C4 = 35 Hz. Time period: 140–170 min. (c) Glutamine C4 at
31.38 ppm. 1JC4C5 = 48 Hz, 1JC3C4 = 35 Hz. Time period: 140–170 min.
(d) Glutamate C3 at 27.45 ppm. 1JC3C4 = 35 Hz, 1JC2C3 = 35 Hz. Gluta-
mine C3 at 26.78 ppm. 1JC3C4 = 35 Hz, 1JC2C3 = 35 Hz. Time periods:
175–205 min. (e) Glutamate C2 at 55.33 ppm. 1JC1C2 = 53 Hz,
1JC2C3 = 35 Hz. Glutamine C2 at 54.87 ppm. 1JC1C2 = 53 Hz,
1JC2C3 = 35 Hz. Time period: 280–310 min. (f) N-acetylaspartate C6 at
22.52 ppm. 1JC5C6 = 50 Hz. Time period: 280–310 min. Q, quartet; T,
triplet; D, doublet. The chemical shift assignments were obtained from ref.
[43].
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eling of the turnover time course of individual isotopomers
using metabolic compartments comprised of glutamatergic
neurons and glia is out of the scope of this technical report
due to the complexity of the issues and will be pursued in
the future. Instead, only a qualitative discussion of some
salient features of the isotopomer patterns and turnover
processes detected in vivo will be conducted here. To simpli-
fy isotopomer patterns high plasma fractional enrichment
of [U–13C]glucose (�96%) was used in this study. As a
result, the fraction of unlabeled acetyl-CoA should be very
low [24]. At later time points the unlabeled carbons in glu-
tamate, glutamine and aspartate are largely replaced by 13C
labels. Consequently, Glu4Q, Gln4Q, Glu3T, Gln3T,
Glu2Q, Gln2Q and Asp3Q became the dominant isotopo-
mers at the end of the [U–13C]glucose infusion experiment.
This is in contrast to early in vitro experiments which used
very low 13C fractional enrichments [14,40]. For example,
with the plasma [U–13C]glucose fractional enrichment at
<�7%, glutamate C3 is overwhelmingly dominated by
Glu3S while Glu3T was not observed at all [40].
According to the recently revitalized concept of gluta-
mate-glutamine cycling between neurons and glia
[17,23,31,34–37], the turnover dynamics of glutamine 13C
isotopomer patterns is expected to be similar to that of glu-
tamate except with a lag. This lag was indeed observed in
Figs. 2 and 3 with a delayed domination by the Gln4Q
quartet in glutamine C4 and a similarly delayed domina-
tion by the Gln3T triplet in glutamine C3. Therefore, the
observed dynamic turnover kinetics of glutamate and glu-
tamine isotopomers confirms the concepts of the precur-
sor-product relationship between glutamate and
glutamine and a significant cerebral glutamate–glutamine
cycle, which were established previously based on the total
signal intensities of [13C]-labeled glutamate and glutamine.

Using a 9.4 Tesla 310-mm bore horizontal magnet, in vi-

vo isotopomer patterns of glutamate C4, glutamine C4 and
glutamate + glutamine C3 acquired after infusing 70%
[U–13C]glucose have also been reported recently [25], which
are similar to those shown in Fig. 4. A slightly better chem-
ical shift separation of glutamate C3 from the overlapping
glutamine C3 was achieved at 11.7 Tesla as expected. In
contrast to previous in vitro studies using [U–13C]glucose
with low fractional enrichment [14,38–40], no significant
singlets (e.g., Glu3S, Glu2S, Gln3S, Gln2S) were observed
in the current study due to the use of close to 100% frac-
tional enrichment of plasma [U–13C]glucose. Due to large
susceptibility effect in vivo, the spectral resolution achieved
in this study is poorer than that obtainable in vitro. For
example, the 1JC3C4 coupling constant of glutamate has
been reported to be 34.5 Hz. The relatively broad in vivo
linewidth does not allow meaningful detection of a
0.5 Hz frequency difference. The broad in vivo linewidth
is also expected to obscure very small singlets. Note that
the INEPT method per se, which can be used to differenti-
ate methine, methylene and methyl carbons, does not sup-
press 13C singlets.

Due to the spatial constraint imposed by the 57-mm i.d.
gradient insert, only the co-planar 13C {1H} surface coil
system was found to be viable. The large frequency separa-
tion between 1H and 13C resonance frequencies reduces the
mutual coupling between the two surface coils. Careful
electromagnetic-geometrical design led to minimized cou-
pling via the tune/match circuitries and between RF cables.
As a result, excellent overall performance of the INEPT-
based polarization transfer technique was achieved (see
Figs. 2 and 3). The INEPT-based pulse sequence depicted
in Fig. 1 is inherently single-shot since the two five-lobe
sinc pulses with slice selection along x and z and the double
adiabatic spin echo sech pulses with slice selection along y

provide single-shot spatial localization of proton spins. To
compensate the degradation of the excitation profile of the
five-lobe sinc pulses caused by the B1 inhomogeneity of the
single-loop proton surface coil, two additional localization
schemes (outer volume suppression and three-dimensional
ISIS) were added. This was found necessary to acquire
high-quality and reproducible data using the current
hardware by completely eliminating contamination from
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subcutaneous lipid signals. Due to the wide dispersion of
13C chemical shifts, the chemical shift error associated with
direct 13C localization would be intolerably large. Because
of the use of proton localization, even using the 11.7 Tesla
89-mm bore vertical magnet, the largest localization error
in the pulse sequence described in Fig. 1 is only ±0.6 mm
along the x and z dimensions over the 22.52 (N-acetyl-
aspartate C6)–55.33 (glutamate C2) ppm range of interest.
The ±0.6 mm localization error along the x and z dimen-
sions was caused by the relatively long sech pulses used
in additional localization by ISIS. The corresponding local-
ization error in the y dimension is ±0.3 mm. Based on con-
siderations of equal signal intensity of 13C in CH and that
of 13C in CH2 as well as less transverse relaxation loss,
INEPT is more suitable for in vivo 13C MRS studies of glu-
cose metabolism than DEPT [15]. With nonadiabatic puls-
es and surface or half-volume coils, DEPT has the
advantages of using less RF pulses, therefore, smaller sus-
ceptibility to signal loss caused by B1 inhomogeneity. The
only nonadiabatic pulses in the INEPT sequence shown
in Fig. 1 are the two nominal 90� sinc pulses. Since the
effect of B1 inhomogeneity is proportional to flip angles,
the two nominal 90� sinc pulses generated by the larger
proton surface coil are least susceptible to the effect of B1

inhomogeneity among all pulses used in the INEPT
sequence per se. They were made nonadiabatic to make
the built-in spatial localization single-shot so as to mini-
mize any subtraction errors [22].

To achieve high sensitivity and low spatial localization
error in vivo, the use of 1H fi 13C heteronuclear polariza-
tion transfer or Hartmann–Hahn transfer (a.k.a. J cross-
polarization) techniques is advantageous although they
make it practically impossible to directly observe isotopo-
mers of carboxylic carbons (e.g., C1 and C5 of glutamate
and glutamine; C1 and C4 of aspartate; C5 of N-acetyl-
aspartate). Carboxylic carbons and HCO3

� have been pre-
viously detected in vivo using direct 13C MRS [19,20,22].
The use of long-range 1H–13C J coupling for polarization
transfer or heteronuclear Hartmann–Hahn transfer is not
feasible because of the relatively short in vivo T2 or T1q.
The time period used in polarization transfer to refocus
the antiphase 21Hz–

13Cy coherence is also detrimental to
the detection of 13C isotopomers because of the concomi-
tant 13C–13C homonuclear J evolution. The 13C double adi-
abatic spin echo sech pulses used in Fig. 1 have a
bandwidth of 10 kHz or 79.5 ppm. Therefore, the carboxyl-
ic carbons of glutamate, glutamine, aspartate, and N-ace-
tylaspartate resonating in the 174.27–181.8 ppm range are
not affected by the 180� 13C pulses. Consequently, homo-
nuclear 13C–13C J evolution between carboxylic carbon
and the neighboring methylene and methine carbons is
refocused; while the homonuclear 13C–13C J evolution
among the methylene and methine carbons is not refo-
cused, the latter causes significant distortions in isotopomer
patterns. The characteristics of such distortions are mainly
dependent on pulse sequence and timing parameters and,
to a much lesser degree, on field strength. Comparing to
the isotopomer patterns of glutamate C4 in Fig. 4b, the
corresponding isotopomer acquired using DEPT [25] has
a smaller separation between Glu4Q and Glu4D45 reso-
nance lines, and the two inner resonance lines of its Glu4Q
are more apart. The relative positions of the resonance
lines in Fig. 4b appear to be closer to those detected from
brain extracts in vitro using direct 13C MRS [41]. Isotopom-
er distortions associated with INEPT and DEPT pulse
sequences can be taken into account during quantification
using deconvolution algorithms such as LCModel [40].
Alternative to the polarization transfer techniques which
require 13C detection, many ingenious methods developed
by the high-resolution NMR community can be adapted
for in vivo proton detection of 13C isotopomers. Of them,
HMQC-TOCSY and HSQC [7–9] methods have already
been used for proton detection of 13C isotopomers in vitro.
Since one of the major issues for proton detection of com-
plex 13C isotopomers is the separation of contributions
from different 13C isotopomers, combining proton-detec-
tion with 13C–13C homonuclear multiple quantum filtering
of isotopomers [42] could provide an attractive option.
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